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MINUTES OF A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE 

CITY OF ROANOKE REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING AUTHORITY 

 

 The Commissioners of the City of Roanoke Redevelopment and Housing 

Authority and the City of Roanoke Council Members met in a joint session on Monday, 

February 3, 2014, in the City Council Chamber of the City of Roanoke, 215 Church 

Avenue, in the City of Roanoke, Virginia, Room 450. 

 Mayor Bowers called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. After conducting certain 

business of the City of Roanoke, Mayor Bowers announced the joint meeting with the 

City of Roanoke Redevelopment and Housing Authority.  Mayor Bowers stated that 

Chair Smith was unable to attend due to a scheduling conflict and that Vice-Chair 

Witten was present.  Vice-Chair Witten declared that a quorum was present.   

I. ROLL CALL 

PRESENT:    Commissioners Burruss, Garner, Karnes, Witten 

ABSENT:    Commissioners Boitnott, Butler, Smith 

OFFICER PRESENT:  Glenda Edwards Goh, Secretary-Treasurer 

ALSO PRESENT: Jackie Austin, RRHA VP of Finance/CFO; Christina 
Back, RRHA Executive Assistant; David Bustamante, 
RRHA VP of  Housing; Dawn Fields, RRHA Director 
of Human Resources; Crystal Hall, RRHA Resident 
Services Manager; Keith Holland, City of Roanoke 
Community Resources Program Administrator; Mark 
Loftis, RRHA Legal Counsel; Daniel Callaghan, City 
Attorney; Stephanie Moon, City Clerk; Chris Morrill, 
City Manager; Chris Perkins, City Chief of Police; 
Helen Shampine, RRHA HCV Director; Joel Shank, 
RRHA VP of Operations; Brian Townsend, Assistant 
City Manager for Community Development; Desi 
Wynter, RRHA Director of Redevelopment and 
Modernization; Matt Chittum, Roanoke Times 
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Reporter; David Kaplan, WDBJ7 Reporter; Other 
Interested Persons 

 
CITY COUNCIL: David A. Bowers, Mayor; Court G. Rosen, Vice-

Mayor; William D. Bestpitch; Raphael E. Ferris; 
Sherman P. Lea; Anita J. Price; David B. Trinkle 

      
II. DISCUSSION 

 

 
Mayor Bowers welcomed the RRHA Board of Commissioners and Mrs. Glenda 

Edwards Goh, Executive Director.   

 Mayor Bowers stated that the first three items for discussion were requested by 

Council Member Lea regarding the Section 8 Housing Program, efforts relative to 

domestic violence, and status of the partnership with the City Police Department on the 

Drug Market Intervention (DMI) initiative. Council Member Lea thanked the RRHA 

Board of Commissioners and Mrs. Goh for meeting and for their continuous efforts for 

housing and community betterment.  Council Member Lea stated that domestic violence 

is a major initiative in the city and that Mrs. Goh serves on the task force.  He asked her 

to share with the Council the role RRHA plays regarding domestic violence. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that in addition to participating on the task force, RRHA has 

used grant funds to provide a series of domestic violence classes at multiple public 

housing sites.  Classes were presented by the Conflict Resolution Center and included 

topics such as defining domestic violence, understanding the root causes of partner 

abuse, the cycle of violence, the challenges involved with leaving a violent relationship, 

as well as the impact of domestic violence on adults and the impact on children who are 

living in situations that involve domestic violence.  Grant funds were also used to 

provide a series of parenting classes that were presented by Blue Ridge Behavioral 

Healthcare at multiple sites.  At all public housing sites and RRHA administrative 
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offices, flyers are provided containing the phone numbers for domestic violence 

resources available to residents in Roanoke. The flyers were also sent out to residents 

so that they aware of domestic violence resources.  The flyer regarding the domestic 

violence community event held last fall was also distributed to residents. Community 

partners routinely make presentations on site and provide residents with information 

regarding community resources. City Department of Human and Social Services 

workers are located at two of RRHA’s sites, Villages at Lincoln and Jamestown Place 

with office space in the management offices.  RRHA staff is able to work closely with 

those workers to make sure that individuals get appropriate referrals for assistance if 

they are experiencing domestic violence. RRHA also has a series of community 

meetings once a year at all public housing sites and with participants and landlords in 

the Housing Choice Voucher Program.  This year domestic violence will be highlighted 

and information regarding community resources will be made available. RRHA hopes to 

have service providers also attend the meetings.  

Council Member Lea stated that is fantastic and that he wanted the Council to be 

advised of the work that was going on.   

 Mayor Bowers asked if there were any comments or questions.  There were 

none. 

 Mayor Bowers stated that the next item for discussion is status regarding the 

partnership with the City Police Department on the Drug Market Intervention (DMI) 

initiative. 

Council Member Lea stated that the DMI Initiative has done well in the City and 

RRHA has been very supportive of the program.  An impact has been made on drug 
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use in the community.  Council Member Lea asked Mrs. Goh to share with the Council 

Members, Board of Commissioners, and the Public the work the Housing Authority is 

doing relative to the DMI initiative.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that RRHA staff has worked with the police department where 

the DMI target areas have included RRHA housing sites.  She stated that one of the 

biggest problems RRHA faces regarding drug activity at the public housing sites does 

not involve public housing residents; rather, it involves people from the surrounding 

community who view that site as a location to conduct transactions involving drugs.  

RRHA certainly supports the DMI initiative because it impacts the broader community.  

Public housing is not a separate community; it is part of whatever community it is 

located in so when DMI impacts positively on the target community, that impact also 

affects public housing crime rates. 

 Council Member Lea stated that it is an excellent point that public housing is not 

a separate community, but a part of the surrounding community.  He stated that it is 

important to make the commitment to improve and enhance quality of life.  

 Mayor Bowers stated that Chief Perkins is present to answer any questions and 

asked if there were any questions or comments.  There were none.  

 Mayor Bowers stated that he included the agenda item regarding creation of a 

viable CDC (Community Development Corporation) and/or CHDO (Community Housing 

Development Organization). Several years ago before the recession, Blue Ridge 

Housing Corporation and the North West Neighborhood Environmental Organization 

were active in community housing development.  He stated that he has been informed 

that TAP and Habitat for Humanity have become CHDOs and asked whether there is a 
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need for another CDC or CHDO.  He asked Mr. Morrill and Mrs. Goh to provide 

additional information.  

 Mr. Morrill stated that there is now a third CHDO working in Roanoke that is 

based in the New River Valley, Community Housing Partners. Several years ago a tour 

was completed to look at some of the housing in terms of sustainability and stated that 

Assistant City Manager, Brian Townsend, would be able to provide more insight. 

 Mr. Townsend stated that there are currently three Community Housing 

Development Organizations that are active in the City.  TAP is currently a CHDO; 

however, they are not currently involved in activity for the City that requires CHDO 

certification.  The two active organizations, Habitat for Humanity and Community 

Housing Partners, have CHDO activities covered utilizing the amount of funding 

available. The amount of funding received from HUD through the HOME program is 

enough to keep both organizations busy.  This is the first year for Community Housing 

Partners working in the City. Between Habitat for Humanity, which has been building 

new homes in the target area and is now stretching into rehabilitation, and Community 

Housing Partners, the resources available from HUD that are required to be used by 

CHDOs are fully utilized. This year a goal is to develop a better relationship with 

Community Housing Partners.  The resources will need to be monitored in order to 

ensure that there are enough community housing organizations to meet the need. 

 Mayor Bowers asked if CHDOs have to be nonprofit organizations. 

 Mr. Townsend stated that Mr. Holland is the HUD Resources Manager, and he 

confirmed that a CHDO does have to be a nonprofit organization.  The Housing 

Authority could become a CHDO but the City cannot. 
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 Mayor Bowers asked what defines a CDC and whether a CDC is needed. 

 Mr. Holland stated that he is not as familiar with CDCs since that is not a HUD 

initiative.  CDC relates to an economic and community development initiative that is 

allowed under Virginia code.   

 Mayor Bowers asked if a CDC has to do with business development or tourism 

development. 

 Mr. Holland stated that it is his understanding that once a CDC is created by the 

local government, it would have authority to undertake certain economic and community 

development activities throughout the City.   

 Vice-Mayor Rosen stated that a CDC is intended to help private interests in an 

area that may otherwise not be developable for infrastructure improvements by issuing 

bonds to help pay for those improvements without the local government being 

responsible for the full faith and credit of the bonds. 

 Mr. Townsend stated that the County created a CDC for the South Peak project. 

A CDC was created to fund the infrastructure for that development.  Mr. Townsend 

reminded Council that the City’s Economic Development Authority (EDA) currently has 

similar powers to use primarily for economic development projects. 

 Mayor Bowers stated that it sounds like the needs are being met for the housing 

component with the current number of CHDOs.  He stated that he would like to have 

follow up information regarding the CDC and whether one is needed in the City. 

 Mayor Bowers asked if there were any additional comments or discussion.  

There were none.    
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 Mayor Bowers stated that the discussion would proceed to the next item with Mr. 

Townsend to talk about transitioning properties from RRHA to the City. 

 Mr. Townsend stated that this is more of a reminder of something the RRHA 

Board of Commissioners did by resolution back in August and November and which will 

be coming to the City Council in March. For a number of years, over twenty years, the 

Housing Authority has acquired and retained properties in the center part of the City that 

have been held for economic community development purposes.  The Council may be 

familiar with the three properties downtown the City has been using as part of the Park 

Roanoke parking system as surface parking lots for as long as anybody can remember. 

Those properties have been under the ownership of RRHA. In addition, some properties 

in the Henry Street area of Gainsboro which were acquired using Community 

Development Block Grant funds have been under the ownership of RRHA since the 

early days of the redevelopment plan.  City staff and RRHA staff have reviewed the list 

of properties and determined that these properties would be more appropriately held by 

the City.  The RRHA Board of Commissioners approved transfer of the properties to the 

City by resolutions in August and November of 2013.  City staff has been completing 

due diligence for the properties, including environmental reviews and title searches.  Mr. 

Townsend stated that he anticipates these properties being brought to the Council for 

action in March, to authorize the City Manager to accept the transfer of those properties.  

The primary objective that will be accomplished by transfer is to have the City in control 

of the determination of the future use of those properties for economic and community 

development purposes.   
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Council Member Trinkle asked what the original rationale was for RRHA owning 

these properties. 

 Mr. Townsend stated that most of these properties were acquired as part of the 

Downtown East and Gainsboro redevelopment projects dating back to the 1970s and 

1980s.  In those days, when a property was acquired using HUD funds, RRHA acted as 

the City’s acquisition and disposition agent.  RRHA’s acquisition and disposition roles 

for those redevelopment areas has ended, so it is now more appropriate for the City to 

take title to the properties. The City Council has to hold a public hearing for the 

disposition of any publicly owned property, and that will be the case for these properties 

once the City holds title.   

 Council Member Trinkle asked if that was the model used for Riverside.  

 Mr. Townsend stated that it was the model used for Riverside.  With Riverside, 

since that redevelopment project is still active RRHA still holds title to one property for 

which RRHA is serving as disposition agent.   

 Council Member Trinkle asked whether the properties that are for sale 

downtown, would be a decision for the City to make and then go through the public 

hearing process.  

 Mr. Townsend affirmed and stated that the decision-making process will be 

streamlined as RRHA will not be involved in disposition decisions for those properties.  

 Council Member Ferris stated that there would be a public hearing if there was a 

proposal and asked Mr. Townsend to confirm that no proposal has been brought to 

Council for approval as yet. 
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 Mr. Townsend confirmed and stated that, as an unreformed former city planner, 

parking lots have always been viewed in core cities as development opportunities.  

Those lots have served a very important service for the City as part of the parking 

system but, as the parking system has evolved from a surface lot system to a garage 

system, the lots become more available for redevelopment especially along the 

Williamson Road corridor.  In addition, with the renovation of the library and Elmwood 

Park, value has been added to those adjacent lots for the future.   

 Vice-Chair Witten stated that RRHA transferring the properties to the City was a 

matter of clean up from projects of many years ago that serve no current purpose for 

RRHA.  RRHA would rather transfer the properties to the City instead of holding on to 

them so the City Council can determine the best use of the properties.   

 Mr. Townsend stated that Mr. Callaghan provided a note reminding him that one 

of the properties involved in this transfer is property located at the corner of Williamson 

Road and Elm Avenue where the City will be conveying portions to VDOT for the Elm 

Avenue interchange improvement.  This action will be considered at the February 18 

City Council Meeting.    

 Mayor Bowers asked if there were any other comments.  There were none. 

 Mayor Bowers stated that the next topic for discussion is the update on the 

Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grant and asked Mrs. Goh if she would be presenting. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that Desi Wynter is the lead person for RRHA Choice 

Neighborhoods and will provide an update.   As an overview, RRHA was one of 

seventeen housing authorities in the country to receive a Choice Neighborhoods 

Planning Grant in 2012.    
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 Mr. Wynter stated that RRHA is currently in the needs assessment phase of the 

process which involves getting input from the community into the plan.  The next step is 

to work with the contracted design firm from Philadelphia, Wallace Roberts and Todd 

(WRT), to put together a transformation plan based upon the input received from the 

community.  There was a very successful community event held on January 16, with 

about 100 participants, that generated a lot of community feedback. The design firm 

plans to return in March to present initial concepts and receive more community 

feedback. The complete transformation plan will be submitted to HUD in October.   

 Mrs. Goh asked Mr. Wynter to describe the boundaries of the Choice 

Neighborhoods planning area. 

 Mr. Wynter stated that the boundaries are between 14th Street and 31st Street 

and between Melrose Avenue and Shenandoah Avenue.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that the Shenandoah West portion of the planning area includes 

both Lansdowne Park and Melrose Towers Public Housing developments. One core 

component of a transformation plan of Choice Neighborhoods involves the renovation, 

rehabilitation or demolition of public housing, providing a prime opportunity to redesign 

the public housing to enhance the neighborhood.  Choice Neighborhoods has a one for 

one replacement requirement resulting in no net loss of public housing units.  Today, 

the majority of public housing is located in Northwest Roanoke. The planning process 

presents an opportunity to give people more choices regarding where they want to live.    

There is no requirement that anything be demolished, and concerns are being 

addressed during the planning process.  The overall engagement form the community 

has been very high.  Completed surveys are still being accepted. It is very important for 
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this to be a community driven plan. Once the plan is done, then resources for 

implementation will be sought.  One of the possible resources would be an 

implementation grant under Choice Neighborhoods which would be about a thirty million 

dollar competitive grant opportunity.  RRHA is also working with the City to have that 

neighborhood be targeted for CBDG funds for community development.  RRHA also 

plans to work with private developers in implementation of the plan, particularly as it 

relates to development of a full range of mixed-income housing. The goal is to work 

toward achieving the community’s vision, which is likely to result in the neighborhood 

looking quite different ten to twenty years from now than it looks today.  

 Mayor Bowers stated specifically to Lansdowne and Lincoln Terrace those 

properties were built around the 50s.  Ten years ago Lincoln Terrace was redesigned to 

become the Villages at Lincoln.  The more modern housing facilities look more like 

apartments and not housing projects.  He asked whether the goal for Lansdowne is to 

make the development not look like a 1950s post-war housing project.  

 Mrs. Goh state that one of the things noticeable about Lansdowne is that it is an 

island unto itself as far as design.  It does not have through streets. The City’s street 

grid is suspended on either side of Lansdowne.  What is envisioned is reconfiguration 

so that Lansdowne housing blends with the larger neighborhood rather than separating 

the neighborhood.  The big difference between Choice Neighborhoods and the Hope VI 

project is that, while public housing is one of the components for Choice 

Neighborhoods, it is one of three major focus areas.  The plan requirements are to 

include housing, neighborhood, and people goals.  As a result, education, supportive 
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services, and economic development must also be addressed. The plan is really for a 

comprehensive vision for the community, not just a housing plan. 

 Mayor Bowers asked, following up on his comments regarding CDCs, whether 

the needed infrastructure improvements might require a CDC. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that RRHA will work with the City to see what types of entities 

might be needed to move forward. 

 Council Member Price stated that it is important to recognize the amount of effort 

that has gone into helping residents feel more included within their neighborhoods.  

What is being provided to the residents in Roanoke is something to be proud of 

compared to areas such as Northern Virginia.  It is taken very seriously in Roanoke that 

all people have value and that everyone should have the opportunity to be proud of 

where they live.  She commended RRHA’s staff and Commissioners for taking the 

initiative with Choice Neighborhoods to develop a comprehensive plan to provide not 

only housing that is affordable but in looking at the full range and scope of the person as 

whole, for providing that quality of life for all people.  

 Council Member Lea stated that it is very encouraging to hold a public meeting 

and have that many people attend; that states a lot in and of itself. He asked if this 

meeting was open to the public.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that the meeting was not open to the public, due to space 

limitations. The meeting was open to anyone who works or lives in the neighborhood.   

 Mayor Bowers asked if another public meeting will be held in the future. 

 Desi Wynter stated that the next public meeting will be held in March to present 

the results from the meeting held on January 16. 
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 Mrs. Goh stated that HUD has stated several times that they are impressed with 

the partnership between RRHA and the City. 

 Mr. Morrill stated that the timing is perfect.  The renovation for the Melrose 

Library was put into the capital plan. Once work in the West End is finished, funds can 

be targeted there.  The relationship builds off of the past collaborative effort, and 

everyone is committed to do everything possible with all areas such as fire, police, 

public works, libraries, park and recreation on board.  The possibility of RRHA 

competing successfully for an implementation grant is also positive as thirty million 

dollars could really impact that neighborhood.  

 Council Member Bestpitch stated that he was able to attend the public meeting 

for a short while and was impressed by not only the number of residents in that area 

who were in attendance, but the way that the facilitator engaged with the residents.  He 

asked what their preferences were while showing photos and then gave them the 

opportunity to state why they chose that particular option.  That level of engagement 

with the community is what makes Roanoke unique, getting people involved, listening to 

what they say, and taking that into consideration before the actual design process 

begins.   

 Mayor Bowers asked if there were any additional comments.  There were none. 

Mayor Bowers asked Mrs. Goh to address the Housing Choice Voucher 

Program. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that the Board of Commissioners communicated in August 2013 

with City Council regarding the potential for a crisis that was developing in the Housing 

Choice Voucher (HCV) program.  The program is in a better funding position today, but 
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the situation is evolving.  The HCV program is one that really needs advocacy to help 

those who fund it at the federal level understand how the program works.  As everyone 

is aware, the federal government did adopt a budget, but to this point an exact funding 

amount has not been received by HUD for calendar year 2014.  However, based on 

HUD estimates, it appears that the program should have sufficient funding to operate 

through 2014.  In the past few years, funding has often not been known until May or 

June.  Once known, if funding is reduced, it is retroactive to the beginning of the 

calendar year.  With only half of the year remaining, cost saving measures have to be 

much more drastic to manage the program through the remainder of the year.  There 

are obligations that make quick expense reductions difficult.   For example, the rules for 

the program determine how much assistance is provided to a household. If a family’s 

income is reduced due to job loss, the level of assistance increases.  RRHA does not 

have control of that.  If RRHA implements revisions to payment standards, they must be 

implemented over a two year period, unless HUD approves a waiver.  If funding is 

reduced it usually takes six to eight months to generate enough expense reduction to 

meet the reduced amount of funding.  If there are no reserves for the six to eight months 

to pay the difference, then there is a crisis.  This is one of the reasons why housing 

authorities across the country are faced with the decision of giving up the program. 

Another reason is the severe reductions in administrative fees for the program.  

Programs with a small number of vouchers are finding themselves unable to afford to 

administer the program.  A local example is TAP transferring vouchers to RRHA as of 

February 1, due to no longer being able to subsidize the cost of the program.  This 

jeopardizes assistance that is relied on by many families.  The families that RRHA 
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serves in the program have extremely low income, which is defined as thirty percent of 

area medium income. The average household income for the program is generally 

between ten and twelve thousand dollars annually.  Reduction in assistance or 

termination from assistance can be devastating.  The program is very important and is 

in very high demand. When RRHA last accepted applications in June 2010, twenty-six 

hundred people applied in a two-day period.   There are still over seven hundred people 

on the waiting list from June 2010. It will likely be at least another year before 

applications will be accepted for the program again.  The larger problem is that the 

funding is not known timely. The other big problem is that funding fluctuates.  The 

program is driven by contracts; people have leases and RRHA has contracts with the 

landlords.  While RRHA’s program may be financially stable for the 2014 year, 

advocacy for the problems with this program to be fixed for the long-term is still critical.     

 Council Member Bestpitch asked if his understanding was correct that some 

communities are giving up the Section 8 program all together.   

 Mrs. Goh stated that understanding is correct. 

 Council Member Bestpitch asked whether, when that happens, Section 8 

vouchers can be transferred from some other community to Roanoke. 

 Mrs. Goh stated the voucher can be transferred from another community agency 

such as TAP, to RRHA.  In cases where there is not another HCV agency in the 

community, then HUD would likely need to seek out a contractor to come to the 

community to run the program.  If HUD was unsuccessful with identifying an entity to 

transfer vouchers to for administration, then people would likely lose their assistance.   
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 Council Member Bestpitch asked whether, for vouchers administered by RRHA, 

it is required that all rental units be located within the City of Roanoke and if the 

vouchers could be managed and still be located in some other jurisdiction.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that it is not.  There are several participants in the program that 

live outside the City limits of Roanoke.  RRHA can still administer if they are in the 

surrounding jurisdiction and there is no housing authority in that jurisdiction.    

 Council Member Ferris asked where to direct advocacy for this program. 

 Mrs. Goh stated the housing authorities across the state of Virginia are working 

with Senators Warner and Kaine.  A phone conference has been scheduled for 

February 13 with Senator Warner and five Executive Directors.  Both Senators have 

expressed support for efforts to streamline some of the administrative requirements.  

HUD has a formula for calculating the cost to run a Section 8 program that complies 

with all of HUD’s requirements.  Last year, housing authorities received sixty-seven 

percent of that formula amount, which is the lowest proration ever received. This year 

the estimate is at seventy-five percent.  It seems reasonable to expect that, with such 

severe funding reductions, there would be some recognition in reduction of paperwork 

requirements of the program because these are the only funds available to pay staff to 

complete the paperwork requirements. There has been no reduction in administrative 

requirements to reflect the reduced funding.  Both Senators have been receptive and in 

communication with HUD regarding this need to reduce the administrative burden to be 

commensurate with the reduction in funding. 
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 Council Member Ferris asked if this was a legislative matter or administrative 

matter, does this come from the agency level or something that is needed beyond the 

Senators Warner and Kaine.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that is both a legislative matter and an administrative matter.  

The state and national associations of housing authorities have approached HUD 

directly to advocate for relief.  However, the associations have moved to advocating 

with legislators at the federal level because HUD has not been implemented substantial 

changes.  The other legislative advocacy point is to help legislators understand the 

need to know the funding in advance of the year in which it is spent.   

 Council Member Ferris asked whether legislators and HUD are concerned that 

reducing the paperwork will increase the likelihood of fraud in the program.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that if it is, it is not a stated concern.  In conferences, HUD 

officials have stated that they understand the need to reduce the administrative burden 

and have actually made some commitments; however, little has changed to date.  

 Vice-Chair Witten stated that one of the buzz words in government is 

performance measures. It is like hitting this perfect storm of less funding but at the same 

time wanting more information.  Across government, not limited to HUD but other areas 

as well such as transportation, the questions of how that dollar is being spent and 

whether it is effective are being asked at the same time funding is being cut.  Vice-Chair 

Witten noted that his observation, having served on the RRHA Board for several years, 

is that RRHA’s budgeting every year is like flying a plane from D.C. to L.A. without 

knowing how much fuel is available until the plane is flying over Kansas.   
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 Council Member Ferris stated that it sounds like the Senators are receptive and 

asked how efforts are being received in the House. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that Commissioner Karnes visited Congressman Goodlatte’s 

office recently and asked that Commissioner Karnes share his comments. 

 Commissioner Karnes stated that Congressman Goodlatte would like to help but 

did not convey that there was anything he is able to do in this situation.  

 Vice-Chair Witten stated that at the meetings every year the discussion occurs 

regarding at what point the cord should be pulled.  Money, budget, and percentages are 

important but what it really comes down to is people and where they live.   

 Council Member Ferris asked what the alternative is if funds run out when there 

are contracts to uphold.  

 Vice-Chair Witten stated that the program is not open to new admissions so 

RRHA is not serving as many people as desired.  RRHA is already reducing expenses 

by limiting the number of participants. There are contingency plans in place; however, 

the Council may need to be approached again in the near future for more support. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that, in terms of actions taken by RRHA to reduce expenses 

within what is allowed, payments standards reduction has been implemented and will 

gradually reduce the expenses of the program over the next two years.  The occupancy 

standard has been changed relative to the number of bedrooms for which a household 

qualifies. These are things that HUD recommended to try to reduce the expenses of the 

program over a period of time.  No vouchers have been issued since April 2013, and it 

is unknown when RRHA will be able to issue vouchers again.  People have been 

waiting for almost four years for housing in the HCV program.  RRHA is taking the 
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actions that have been identified to reduce the expenses of the program over time to try 

to make it more viable to operate the program in the current fiscal environment.  RRHA 

has been through several cycles of operating for eight months on reduced funds, then 

being informed that funding has increased for housing assistance payments, followed 

by conference calls with HUD asking why numbers are not up.  This is then followed by 

a six to eight month effort to get the numbers back up, followed by notification from HUD 

that funding is being reduced and expenses need to be reduced.  The program does not 

turn on a dime but the funding can turn on a dime, which makes responsible 

management of the program extremely difficult.  There appears not to be recognition of 

how the program is required to operate in the design of how the program is funded.  

 Council Member Ferris asked whether the number of Section 8 housing units in 

the valley has increased due to the economic downturn of the past few years.  

Mrs. Goh stated that the demand has increased and the per household need has 

increased due to job loss or reduced work hours.  As household income goes down the 

level of assistance increases.  So the demand is certainly there; however, RRHA is not 

able to increase the number of vouchers to meet the needs.    

 Commissioner Burruss stated that she would like to comment that RRHA has 

done a really phenomenal job of anticipating what the worst case scenario may be and 

trying to prepare for that.  This is the area of greatest concern which RRHA is currently 

facing.  As of now the prognosis for 2014 is pretty good at least to be able to continue at 

a static level.  While this is a great concern, it should be noted as an area of concern 

and not alarm at this time. Commissioner Burruss stated that RRHA is anticipated to be 

in good condition for the 2014 year calendar year.   
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 Mayor Bowers stated that sounded like a different message than what he 

understood from Mrs. Goh and asked about the June date that was referred to earlier. 

  Mrs. Goh stated that based on the estimate RRHA has received from HUD 

funding should be sufficient through December 2014. Mrs. Goh stated that in the past 

few years, funding for the calendar year has not been known until May or June.  Due to 

Congress passing a budget earlier this year, RRHA expects to know funding amounts 

earlier. Mrs. Goh stated that Commissioner Burruss is correct in saying that the program 

appears to be stable for this year.  The concern is that this is a flawed program that 

needs to be fixed so that it is not always on the brink of crisis.   

 Council Member Price stated that this lack of knowing must be beyond frustrating 

but is handled by RRHA incredibly well and asked, if RRHA did have the best of all 

things, would the seven hundred or so on the waiting list number increase, and what is 

the best estimate of housing needs in Roanoke.  

 Mrs. Goh stated that there are seven hundred eighty families on the waiting list 

who applied in June of 2010.  When applications were accepted in 2010, approximately 

twenty-six hundred families applied in a two-day period.  Given that it will be four years 

in June, it is likely that the demand is at least equal to the demand in 2010.  

 Council Member Ferris asked what the average number of people per family. 

 Helen Shampine stated that the average number of people per family is four and 

that, in receiving the TAP vouchers, RRHA has also inherited the TAP waitlist which 

increases the number on the waitlist by an additional one hundred and one families, 

resulting in a waitlist of almost nine hundred.   
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 Mayor Bowers stated that Roanoke is an all American city that prides itself on 

being a city that never forgets to care and asked who is going to speak up for these 

folks.  He stated that these people who are living on the brink need to be heard in 

Washington.  He thanked Council Member Ferris for making the point.  

 Council Member Ferris stated that it is shifting the responsibilities to the locals, 

and Congress is ultimately telling us that it is our problem.  

 Mayor Bowers stated that be that going back to Lansdowne and Lincoln Terrace 

in 1950, this community decided to help provide for those less fortunate in the 

community.  It is shocking and disappointing to hear this.  

 Council Member Bestpitch stated that this reflects the larger problem in our 

society to a great extent with the income inequality that has been growing over the last 

thirty years at least as a result of the tax and fiscal policies at the federal level.  When 

there is a minimum wage where someone can work full-time, fifty-two weeks and year 

and have two to three children that are still in the poverty level, there is something 

wrong with that picture.  In fact most people would probably rather be earning a decent 

living earning a livable wage in which they could support their families without having 

the Section 8 assistance or any other assistance 

 Council Member Lea stated that this is why he advocated meeting with the 

RRHA Board of Commissioners to bring forth issues and concerns to raise awareness 

to make a difference in the community and stated that he commends RRHA for the work 

being done.   

 Mayor Bowers asked Mrs. Goh how many housing authorities are in western 

Virginia. 
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 Mrs. Goh stated that there is a collective known as the Little Ten Housing 

Authorities of Southwest Virginia; in addition, there are housing authorities in 

Lynchburg, Wytheville, Charlottesville, Danville, Harrisonburg, and Staunton. 

Mayor Bowers asked if concerns are being expressed by other housing 

authorities to Washington as well. 

 Mrs. Goh stated that these are common issues for many housing authorities, and 

Virginia housing authorities are working together in the Virginia Association of Housing 

and Community Development Officials (VAHCDO) to advocate with legislators.   

 Mayor Bowers asked if there were any additional questions or comments 

regarding the Housing Choice Voucher Program.  There were none.  

 Mayor Bowers asked Vice-Chair Witten and/or Mrs. Goh to provide an update on 

the RRHA Strategic Planning. 

 Vice-Chair Witten stated that the strategic plan was reviewed at the last RRHA 

meeting.  The strategic plan is the road map that allows for setting a direction and a five 

year plan for the organization.  During the last strategic planning process, one hundred 

fifteen surveys were sent out; ten were completed and returned.  Vice-Chair Witten 

stated that it is important to emphasize that maximum input is needed to develop a 

vision and direction for the next 5 years. The process will begin in March, and Vice-

Chair Witten asked Council Members to participate in providing input. 

 Council Member Trinkle asked whether there are plans for renovations or 

upgrades to housing for seniors, such as Morningside Manor.   

 Mr. Shank stated that RRHA receives a Capital Fund Grant from HUD each year 

for capital improvements to public housing.  In recent years at Morningside Manor, the 
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heating boilers have been updated to more energy efficient models.  The membrane 

roof was also replaced. In 2009, bathrooms were upgraded in all 105 units using 

Stimulus funds. At Melrose Towers, RRHA recently replaced domestic hot water boilers 

and upgraded the HVAC system for the first floor common areas.  Parking lot and 

grounds improvements have been completed recently.  Common area lighting is 

scheduled for an energy efficient upgrade, and roof replacement is scheduled in the 

next two to three years. Depending on funding there are other projects to be completed 

such as window replacement.  Part of the ongoing process for the public housing 

properties is that input is received from the residents during community meetings, which 

is incorporated into the 5 year plan.   

 Mrs. Goh stated that one of the comments heard during the Choice 

Neighborhoods meetings was interest in senior cottage type of housing. This may be 

visible in the final transformation plan for the Choice Neighborhoods area and may 

influence RRHA’s planning to address housing needs throughout the City.  

 Council Member Trinkle asked if both Melrose Towers and Morningside Manor 

both still had really long waiting lists since there is a growing need for senior housing in 

the community.  

 Mr. Bustamante stated that both Morningside Manor and Melrose Towers are 

currently full and there is a six to seven month waiting period. Usually the elder 

individuals that live at these facilities do not move out and there is usually no problem 

with them paying the rent.  Unfortunately when they do move out it is due to death or 

placement with in a nursing home.   
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 Council Member Trinkle stated that is even more reason to consider the cottages 

as RRHA develops its plan.   

 Mayor Bowers asked if there were any additional comments or questions.  There 

were none.   

 Mayor Bowers thanked everyone for bringing these matters to the Council’s 

attention and thanked RRHA for what is done for the community and also thanked the 

Commissioners for serving on the Board. 

 Mayor Bowers stated that if there are no other comments or discussion then 

Vice-Chair Witten may adjourn the RRHA meeting and the Council will stand in recess.  

III.  ADJOURNMENT  

There being no further business to come before the Board, Commissioner  

Karnes moved that the meeting be adjourned. 

 The Motion was seconded by Commissioner Burruss and upon roll call the 

following vote was recorded: 

AYES: Commissioners Burruss, Garner, Karnes, Witten  

NAYS:  None 

Vice-Chair Witten declared the meeting adjourned at 10:29 a.m.  

 

       _______________________________ 

   Duane Smith, Chair 

________________________________ 

Glenda Edwards Goh, Secretary-Treasurer 

  


